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Abstract—Providing femto-access points (FAPs) with compu-
tational capabilities will allow (either total or partial) ofﬂoading
of highly demanding applications from smart-phones to the so
called femto-cloud. Such ofﬂoading promises to be beneﬁcial in
terms of battery saving at the mobile terminal (MT) and/or
in latency reduction in the execution of applications. However,
for this promise to become a reality, the energy and/or the
time required for the communication process are compensated
by the energy and/or the time savings that result from the
remote computation at the FAPs. For this problem, we provide
in this paper a framework for the joint optimization of the
radio and computational resource usage exploiting the tradeoff
between energy consumption and latency. Multiple antennas are
assumed to be available at the MT and the serving FAP. As a
result of the optimization, the optimal communication strategy
(e.g., transmission power, rate, precoder) is obtained, as well
as the optimal distribution of the computational load between
the handset and the serving FAP. This paper also establishes
the conditions under which total or no ofﬂoading are optimal,
determines which is the minimum affordable latency in the
execution of the application, and analyzes as a particular case
the minimization of the total consumed energy without latency
constraints.
Index Terms—Femto-cloud, ofﬂoading, battery saving, energy-
latency trade-off, energy efﬁciency, multi-input multi-output
(MIMO).
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is becoming a key ﬂexible and cost-
effective tool to allow mobile terminals (MTs) to have access
to much larger computational and storage resources than those
available in typical user equipments. Furthermore, reducing
the computational effort of the MTs may help to extend
the lifetime of the batteries, which is currently an important
limitation of user devices such as smart-phones. At the same
time, an exponential growth of femto deployments is expected
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[1], [2] due, in part, to the fact that spatial proximity between
the handset and the serving femto access point (FAP) enables
successful communication with high rates and reduced power.
In this context, femtocell deployments can be seen as an
opportunity to offer low-cost solutions for cloud services by
equipping the FAPs with some amount of computational and
storage capabilities. By exploiting the virtualization and distri-
bution paradigms employed in cloud services, very demanding
applications for MTs in terms of computation, storage, and
latency could be distributed over cooperative FAPs. This idea
was already presented in [3] under the concept of media-edge
cloud for multimedia computing.
The challenges of supporting mobile cloud computing appli-
cations include, but are not limited to, the ofﬂoading decision
criteria, admission control, cell association, power control, and
resource allocation [4]. Most of the work done so far corre-
sponds to the management aspects, the experimental evaluation
of the energy saving associated to the ofﬂoading, and/or the
deﬁnition of an ofﬂoading criterion that takes into account the
energy cost of the radio interface (e.g., 3G or WiFi) but without
optimizing the energy cost of the data transfer according to
the current channel conditions [3], [5]–[12]. Notice, however,
that depending not only on the application but also on the
current channel conditions, the best strategy as far as the
ofﬂoading process is concerned may be different. This radio-
cloud interaction is addressed in [13], by considering the
Gilbert-Elliott channel model for the wireless transmission.
While that model may provide some hints about the impact of
the quality of the wireless link on the transmission rate and the
ofﬂoading decision, it does not consider the optimization of the
precoding strategy for the ofﬂoading when multiple antennas
are available (i.e., multi-input multi-output (MIMO) channels)
or the inclusion of practical constraints such as the maximum
transmission power available at both the MT and the serving
FAP. On the other hand, this model includes the energy cost
when the MT is transmitting but not when the MT is receiving,
and so the downlink (DL) is not considered in the analysis
carried out in [13].
In this paper, we provide a framework for the joint opti-
mization of the computational and radio resources usage in
the described scenario assuming that multiple antennas are
available simultaneously at the MT and the FAP. As a result
of the optimization, the optimal transmission strategy will
be obtained (including the transmission power, the precoder,
and the rate for transferring the data in both uplink (UL)
and DL), as well as the optimal distribution of the compu-
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tational load between the MT and the FAP. As in [3], [6],
[7], [12], [13], energy consumption and also total execution
time are the key performance indicators considered for the
optimization. However, our work presents some differences
w.r.t. previous works. Firstly, instead of considering that the
application is run either totally at the cloud or totally at
the MT, we include as an optimization variable the amount
of data to be processed at each side and show under what
conditions parallelizing the processing is optimum. Secondly,
different from previous works, our approach allows adapting
the transmission strategy to the current channel as perceived
by the MT in the DL, and by the serving FAP in the UL,
and includes practical aspects such as the maximum radiated
powers and the maximum rate supported by the system. More
importantly, our analysis provides the optimum transmission
strategy for the ofﬂoading in a MIMO set up, which goes
beyond the optimal MIMO strategy when considering a stand-
alone communication problem where the objective is only the
maximization of the mutual information or the minimization
of the transmission power [14]. This aspect represents a step
forward w.r.t. other works in the literature related to ofﬂoading
such as [13]. Finally, our analysis includes the derivation of
the conditions under which total or no ofﬂoading are optimum,
the minimum energy required to execute an application with
no latency constraints, and the minimum required time budget.
Our paper is a generalization of the results presented by the
same authors in the conference paper [15]. The main novel
technical contributions w.r.t. that paper are:
• This paper derives the solution of the general problem and
presents results for the case of transmitting through multiple
eigenmodes of MIMO channels, whereas in [15] only the
particular cases of single-input single-output (SISO), multi-
input single-output (MISO), and single-input multi-output
(SIMO) channels were addressed.
• An in-depth theoretical analysis of the functions describing
the inherent tradeoff between the latency and the energy
spent in the communication is derived, whereas in [15] only
a numerical analysis by means of simulations was provided.
• Partial closed-form expressions of some key ﬁgures of the
problem (communication energy, rate, etc.) and a simple
one-dimensional convex numerical optimization technique
are provided for the resource allocation problem, whereas
in [15] only a multi-dimensional numerical method with
high complexity was proposed to solve the problem.
• This paper analyzes in detail some particular cases de-
rived from the general problem that were not presented in
[15]. These derivations include the optimality of the non-
ofﬂoading and total ofﬂoading approaches, the minimum
affordable latency, and the minimum required energy with
no latency constraints.
We would like to emphasize that this paper focuses on the
theoretical radio-cloud interaction of application ofﬂoading.
Of course, other business and economic aspects could play a
fundamental role in the exploitation of this kind of scenarios
(see [16] for a reference describing the business model of
cloud computing, or [17] for cloud pricing structures including
computing, storage, and network prices). For example, if the
application is ofﬂoaded to a FAP owned by the user running
the application, only technical criteria may be considered when
taking the ofﬂoading decision. On the other hand, in a “pay
as you go” cloud computing model (i.e., if the user has to
pay for the remote execution), the decision could be not to
ofﬂoad the application even if this would be advisable from
a technical point of view in terms of energy and/or latency.
These economic aspects are, however, beyond the scope of
this paper.
It is also important to remark that the analysis carried
out in this paper is applicable both to a single user system
and to a multiuser system where a set of resources (i.e.,
bandwidth and CPU rate) have been already pre-allocated
(i.e., reserved) to each user. In this framework, we aim to
optimize the energy-latency trade-off from the point of view
of the MTs to provide insights into how to do an efﬁcient
use of the available resources. Due to the lack of space,
combining multiuser scheduling with the energy-latency trade-
off optimization described here will be considered for future
research (some preliminary results by the authors of this paper
can be found in [18], [19]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A description
of the different kinds of applications and the computational
models is provided in Section II. Section III deﬁnes the of-
ﬂoading problem and describes the reference scenario. Section
IV formulates the adopted power consumption models and the
trade-off between energy and latency in the MIMO wireless
communication link connecting the MT and the FAP. Such
trade-off is exploited in Section V to present a method to
obtain the optimal ofﬂoading strategy. A number of particular
cases are analyzed in detail in Section VI. Finally, some
simulations results and conclusions are provided in Sections
VII and VIII, respectively.
II. TYPES OF APPLICATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL
MODELS
There are a signiﬁcant number of applications that can ﬁt the
“cloud-service” model. Depending on the type of application,
the resource management may need to be tackled in a different
way. A possible classiﬁcation of applications corresponds to
the following three major groups:
1) Data partitioned oriented applications. In this type of
applications the amount of data to be processed is known
beforehand and the execution can be parallelized into
processes. Each process takes care of a portion of the
total amount of data. An example of this type of ap-
plications is a face detection application running over a
set of images saved on the user’s phone or downloaded
from the Internet that counts the number of faces in
each picture and computes, for each detected face, simple
metrics such as the distance between eyes [20]. Other
examples are a virus scan application, where a set of ﬁles
are checked to detect possible virus; or a gzip compression
application, where a set of ﬁles are compressed. Photo-
synth (http://www.photosynth.net/), a software application
that analyzes digital photographs and generates a three-
dimensional (3-D) model of the photos after performing
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image conversion, feature extraction, image matching, and
reconstruction, is another example of suitable cloud com-
puting application [3] that can be classiﬁed within this
group. Note that in any case, a load balancer divides the
whole set of ﬁles (or images) into several subsets that are
processed in parallel.
2) Code partitioned oriented applications. The second type
of applications corresponds to applications that can be
divided into several methods. Some of the methods can
be parallelized; others need to be sequential as the output
of some of these methods are the inputs to other ones. This
type of applications have been considered in [8]. In that
paper, the execution dependencies within the program are
modeled at a high level using a call graph. Assuming that
the quantity of input data for each method is known, in
addition to the energy and runtime required by the module
depending on whether it is running locally or at the cloud,
[8] obtains the optimal partitioning strategy that minimizes
the energy consumed by the smart-phone. Such optimum
partitioning is computed before the actual execution starts.
3) Continuous execution (i.e., real time) applications. This
type of applications includes applications where it is not
known beforehand for how long the application is going to
be run. Gaming and other interactive applications belong
to this group (see as an example the reference to Cloud
Mobile Gaming (CMG) in [17]). Note that this type of
applications may have different requirements than the
previous ones, in the same way as real-time and best-
effort trafﬁcs have different requirements in stand-alone
communication problems. An example of how to deal with
this kind of applications can be found in [18].
In this paper we focus on the ﬁrst type of applications,
i.e., on data partitioned oriented applications. Therefore, we
will assume that the amount of data to be processed is known
before starting the execution and that such execution can be
parallelized. The application can be abstracted as a proﬁle
with three parameters: (i) the size of the data set Sapp (i.e.,
the number of data bits to be processed by the application),
(ii) the completion deadline Lmax (i.e., the maximum value
of the delay before which the execution of the application
should be completed), and (iii) the output data size (i.e.,
the number of data bits generated by the execution of the
application). In [13], the ﬁrst two parameters were considered
for the abstraction.
We evaluate here analytically the impact of the latency
requirement on the energy cost and optimize the physical
layer parameters (e.g., transmission rate, power, precoder) for
an optimum energy-latency trade-off in a complementary way
to [20], that optimizes the architecture (but not the physical
layer transmission) to reduce energy cost without considering
latency.
For the analytical developments in this paper, it will be
assumed that the data can be partitioned into subsets of any
size, despite in practice only some partitions may be possible
(for instance, if we are compressing a set of ﬁles, the possible
partitions depend on the individual sizes of the ﬁles to be
compressed). That means that in a practical implementation,
the optimal solution should be further quantized. In this sense,
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Fig. 1. Example of a femto-cloud and a MT connected to a serving FAP.
we claim that the results that we provide in this paper can be
understood as a benchmark or upper-bound of the performance
of any realistic ofﬂoading strategy. Another issue to take into
account is the number of CPU cycles needed to complete the
job. Following [6] and [21], [13] models the number of cycles
Nc required to complete the execution of an application with a
probability p close to 1, as the product between the number of
input bits and a factor that depends on the probability p and
the computation complexity of the algorithm. In our paper,
we will also model the number of CPU cycles as the number
of input bits multiplied by a factor that measures the required
CPU cycles per input bit. Meaningful values for the number of
CPU cycles per bit obtained from measurements when running
real applications can be found in [6].
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENARIO AND PROBLEM
STATEMENT
We consider a set of FAPs endowed with some storage and
computational capabilities. This set of FAPs forms a femto-
cloud, as shown in Fig. 1. In the most general setup, the
application could run in parallel in a distributed way at the
MT, the FAPs in the femto-cloud, or even in computation
entities belonging to other external clouds. In this scenario
we focus on a given MT within the radio range of its serving
FAP. We assume that the user wants to launch an application
and it has to be decided where this application should be
executed, namely (i) totally at the MT, (ii) totally at the femto-
cloud, or (iii) partially at the MT and the femto-cloud (partial
ofﬂoading). In the last case, the amount of data to be processed
at the MT and the femto-cloud must be decided as well. When
taking the decision, several aspects should be considered, such
as a limited time budget (formulated in terms of a maximum
allowed latency), the total number of bits to be processed, the
computational capabilities of the MT and the femto-cloud, the
channel state, and the energy consumption.
Under the goal of obtaining meaningful insights into the
role of the different parameters when evaluating the beneﬁts
from the ofﬂoading, let us consider in this paper a simple
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case in the sense that the only element in the cloud allowed
to execute the ofﬂoaded processes is the serving FAP. As far
as the application is concerned, we will assume that the only
possible parallelization is between the MT and the serving
FAP when partial ofﬂoading is carried out.
The wireless communication channel between the MT and
the serving FAP constitutes the link through which the MT
and the FAP exchange data. In case that (partial) ofﬂoading
is decided, the MT will send through such link the data to
be processed by the FAP and, once the remote execution
is completed, the resulting data will be sent back from the
FAP to the MT. Obviously, the quality of such wireless
channel has a direct impact on the system performance and
the decision to be taken concerning the ofﬂoading of the
application. Different from [15], in this paper we consider the
most general case of having multiple antennas simultaneously
at the MT and the serving FAP, i.e., a MIMO channel. We will
focus on almost static scenarios in the sense that the channel
does not change within the maximum latency constraint of
the application. This is a reasonable assumption as we are
considering that each user is within the range of his/her serving
FAP, typically located in indoor scenarios such as homes or
ofﬁces. Furthermore, due to the low mobility, we assume that
the channel is known at both the receiver and transmitter side,
through proper feedback. We leave for future research the
extension of the proposed techniques to the cases of unknown
and/or time-varying channels. In the case that the users have
a mobility such that the previous assumption is not valid,
the algorithms and strategies that are presented in this paper
should be adapted and extended to take this fact into account.
Although this falls out of the scope of the paper, in Section
VIII devoted to the conclusions and future work, there are
some general guidelines and ideas to extend the proposed
strategies to the case of time-varying channels.
We focus the attention only on the MTs as far as the
energy consumption is concerned. This is based on the fact
that handsets are battery driven and, therefore, constraining or
optimizing their energy consumption will help to enlarge their
lifetimes. Note also that FAPs are usually connected to the
electric power grid and, therefore, their lifetime is not limited
by the energy consumption. According to this, in this paper
we will only formulate the energy for the MTs and will not
include the energy spent by the FAPs. Anyway, if the energy
consumption of the FAPs is to be considered as well, this
could be done by introducing it into the corresponding power
consumption models that will be presented in the following
sections in this paper.
Finally, as it has been already explained in the introduction
of this paper, we mention that although FAPs are multiuser
in nature, in this work we have only considered the case of
a single-user system or a multiuser scenario where each user
has available a certain bandwidth and processor rate and the
tradeoff between energy and latency is optimized on a per-
user basis. The generalization would imply including in the
optimization the distribution of communication bandwidth and
processor rate among users as well. Note, however, that this is
an extremely complicated task which requires deﬁning a mean-
ingful energy-latency trade-off for all users by introducing, for
example, Pareto-optimality concepts. Some preliminary results
have been presented by the same authors of this paper in
[18], [19], where the multiuser allocation problem and the
optimization of the tradeoff between energy and latency are
addressed in a suboptimum way and for concrete scenarios.
It is left for future research the analysis of how to solve the
general multiuser case in an optimum manner.
IV. TRADE-OFF BETWEEN LATENCY AND ENERGY IN THE
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
A. Energy Consumption Model for the MT
The communication strategy adopted in the physical (PHY)
layer will have an impact on the total energy consumption.
In order to optimize the balance between the energy spent
for communication and for computation, under a maximum
latency constraint imposed by the application, we need ﬁrst of
all to provide appropriate models for the energy consumption
associated to the communication. As explained before, the
energy spent by the FAPs will not be considered explicitly
in this paper.
In modern communications systems, such as LTE, the
receiver informs the transmitter about the maximum modu-
lation and coding scheme (MCS) supported [22]. This MCS
translates directly into the achievable rate within the reported
bandwidth, which depends on the speciﬁc channel conditions
as well as on the transmission power. Furthermore, UL power
control is supported in LTE systems. Given this, for a certain
channel state, the rate supported in the UL may be greater
at the expense of increasing the transmission power of the
MT and, therefore, its energy consumption. Besides, as a
greater MCS increases the encoding and decoding complexity,
a greater power supply at the MT may be required. According
to this, the purpose of this section is to provide an energy
model for the MT relating the power consumption, the radiated
power, and the rate, for both the UL and DL transmissions.
Of course, this model will have an impact on the ofﬂoading
optimization, as will be shown later in Section V.
We emphasize that these models (and also the ofﬂoading
optimization problem in Section V) could be generalized to
encompass also the energy spent by the FAPs when considered
appropriate.
1) UL Transmission (MT Acting as Transmitter): Although
there are already some preliminary works covering the power
consumption modeling of a transmitter, the truth is that there
is no general model universally accepted yet. Under this
circumstance, a model that is gaining acceptance is the one
provided by the European project EARTH [23]. Although the
scope of this project was focused on the analysis of the energy
consumption of the base stations, it should be indicated that
the obtained relationships among the variables involved in such
model are also valid for the case of the MTs by adjusting
properly the parameters appearing in the model. This model
is presented in the following.
When the MT transmits through the UL, the radio frequency
(RF) power consumption at the transmitter depends on the
radiated power ptx, while the power consumed by the trans-
mitter baseband (BB) processing circuits is affected by the
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turbo encoding whose complexity depends on the UL data
rate rUL (deﬁned as the quotient between the bits transmitted
in the UL (sUL) and the time dedicated to the UL transmission
(tUL), i.e., rUL = sULtUL ). In addition to that, a baseline power is
consumed just for having the transmission circuitry switched
on. According to the practical measurements provided in [24]
for a LTE-MT dongle, the UL power consumption pUL is
greatly affected by the radiated power ptx while its dependence
w.r.t. rUL due to the encoding is negligible. Based on these
observations, we will adopt the following model for the MT
power consumption in UL:
pUL  ktx,1 + ktx,2ptx. (1)
In the previous expression, ktx,1 represents the extra power
consumption for having the RF and BB transmission circuitries
switched on and ktx,2 measures the linear increase of the
transmitter power consumption with the radiated power. In
the previous model ktx,2 is a scale parameter with no units,
whereas ktx,1 has W as units. The expression in (1) is the one
recommended by the EARTH project [23]. It is important to
remark that pUL will depend implicitly on the UL transmission
rate rUL through ptx, as the radiated power will have an impact
on the UL signal to noise ratio and, therefore, on the supported
UL data rate.
The numerical values of the parameters in the previous
model should be adjusted taking experimental measurements
of the energy consumption for a MT. In that sense, [24]
describes an experiment thanks to which a set of real mea-
surements have been obtained. Based on such measurements,
it is possible to calculate the numerical values of the model
parameters through numerical regressions and to assert that
the models obtained in the EARTH project are also valid for
the MTs. These numerical values based on the measurements
shown in [24] will be presented when describing some simu-
lations later in this Section and also in Section VII.
2) DL Transmission (MT Acting as Receiver): When the
MT receives through the DL, the RF power consumption at
the receiver may change with the DL received power level prx
(due to the adjustment of the programmable gain ampliﬁer to
adapt the signal level), while the complexity and, thus, the
power spent by the receiver BB processing circuits, increases
linearly with the DL data rate rDL [25]. The DL rate is deﬁned
as the quotient between the bits transmitted in the DL (sDL) and
the time dedicated to the DL transmission (tDL), i.e., rDL = sDLtDL .
Finally, a baseline power is also consumed just for having the
reception chain switched on. The measurements provided in
[24] show that the variation of the DL power consumption
pDL w.r.t. the DL received power prx is negligible. Based on
these observations, we will use the following model for the
MT power consumption in DL:
pDL  krx,1 + krx,2rDL. (2)
In the previous expression, krx,1 represents the extra power
consumption for having the reception circuitry switched on
and krx,2 measures the increase of the power consumption with
the decoding rate. In the previous model, the parameters krx,1
and krx,2 have W and W/bps as units, respectively.
As in the UL case, the numerical values of the parameters
krx,1 and krx,2 that have been used in the simulations and in the
rest of this paper are based on the the measurements provided
in [24].
B. Trade-off between Latency and Energy in the UL Trans-
mission
1) Computation of the Minimum Energy: Let us assume a
MT with nMT antennas transmitting through the UL a vector of
signals x ∈ CnMT×1. We deﬁne the power transmit covariance
matrix as Q˜ = E
[
xxH
]
. According to (1), the energy spent
by the MT in the UL transmission can be expressed as
ktx,1tUL + ktx,2tULTr(Q˜), (3)
where tUL is the time spent by the MT to send sUL information
bits.
For any value of tUL and sUL, the minimum energy consumed
by the MT in the UL transmission, denoted in what follows by
eUL(tUL, sUL), is obtained as the minimum value of the objective
function in the following optimization problem:
minimize
Q˜
ktx,1tUL + ktx,2tULTr(Q˜)
subject to C1 : sUL ≤ WULtUL log2
∣∣∣I+HQ˜HH ∣∣∣ ,
C2 : Q˜  0.
(4)
The solution to this problem is well known (see [14] and
[26]) and summarized as follows. Let us consider the channel
eigendecomposition HHH = UΛUH , where Λ ∈ RnMT×nMT
is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues λi ≥ 0 (i =
1, . . . , nMT) in decreasing order and U ∈ CnMT×nMT is the
unitary matrix whose columns are the corresponding unit-norm
eigenvectors. To minimize the energy consumption in the UL,
the UL transmission needs to be done through the channel
eigenmodes, applying a power water-ﬁlling over them [14],
[26], i.e.,
Q˜ = UPUH , (5)
P = diag({pi}nMTi=1), pi =
(
c(tUL, sUL)− 1
λi
)+
,
where (x)+ = max{0, x} and c(tUL, sUL) is a constant calcu-
lated to satisfy constraint C1 in problem (4) with equality. Note
that such water-level c(tUL, sUL) is a function of tUL and sUL.
Therefore, the number of active eigenmodes, i.e., the number
of eigenmodes for which c(tUL, sUL) > 1λi , will be a function
of tUL and sUL as well. Let us, in the following, denote such
number of active eigenmodes by K(tUL, sUL).
Based on the above, for given values of tUL and sUL, the min-
imum energy consumption required for the UL transmission
is given by
eUL(tUL, sUL) = ktx,1tUL + ktx,2tUL
K(tUL,sUL)∑
i=1
(
c(tUL, sUL)− 1
λi
)
,
(6)
where the water-level can be calculated as
c(tUL, sUL) =
2
sUL
WULtULK(tUL,sUL)(∏K(tUL,sUL)
k=1 λk
) 1
K(tUL,sUL)
. (7)
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The number of active eigenmodes K(tUL, sUL) ≤
rank
(
HHH
)
can be calculated as follows: K(tUL, sUL) =
rank
(
HHH
)
if
2
sUL
WULtUL rank(HHH)(∏rank(HHH)
k=1 λk
) 1
rank(HHH)
>
1
λrank(HHH)
; (8)
otherwise, K(tUL, sUL) will be the value of K˜ (with 1 ≤ K˜ <
rank
(
HHH
)
) for which the following conditions hold:
2
sUL
WULtULK˜(∏K˜
k=1 λk
) 1
K˜
>
1
λK˜
and
2
sUL
WULtULK˜(∏K˜
k=1 λk
) 1
K˜
≤ 1
λK˜+1
.
(9)
In the SISO case (i.e., when both the MT and the FAP
have a single antenna), the minimum communication energy
resulting from problem (4) and (6) is expressed as
eUL(tUL, sUL) = ktx,1tUL + ktx,2tUL
2
sUL
WULtUL − 1
γUL
, (10)
where γUL = |hUL|2, being hUL the complex channel gain be-
tween the MT and the FAP. The previous result can be proved
easily taking into account that in the SISO case K(tUL, sUL) = 1
and that the only channel eigenvalue is γUL = |hUL|2.
2) Characterization: As it will be shown in Section V,
the minimum energy function eUL(tUL, sUL) will play a key
role in the global resource allocation problem that includes
communication and computation. Two important features of
function eUL(tUL, sUL) are provided in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 1. The minimum UL energy consumption function
eUL(tUL, sUL) is jointly convex w.r.t. tUL and sUL.
Proof: Problem (4) is equivalent to the following convex
optimization problem:
minimize
τUL,Q
ktx,1τUL + ktx,2Tr(Q)
subject to C1 : sUL ≤ WULτUL log2
∣∣∣I+ HQHHτUL ∣∣∣ ,
C2 : τUL = tUL,
C3 : Q  0,
(11)
where τUL and the energy covariance matrix, deﬁned as
Q = τULQ˜, are the optimization variables and tUL and sUL
are parameters. Using a result from [27], the optimum value
of the cost function in the above problem is convex w.r.t. the
parameters tUL and sUL. Finally, as the the solution of the above
problem is the same one as the solution for problem (4),1 it is
concluded that eUL(tUL, sUL) is jointly convex w.r.t. tUL and sUL.
As a consequence from the joint convexity of function
eUL(tUL, sUL) w.r.t. tUL and sUL (see Lemma 1), it can be
concluded that for a given value of sUL, the energy vs. time
function will be also convex [27]. Fig. 2 and 3 show the
energy vs. UL time tUL considering two data block sizes to be
transmitted through the UL (sUL = 0.75 and 1.75 MBytes), a
concrete realization of a 4x4 MIMO channel with a bandwidth
1This is true since it can be veriﬁed that the optimum values of τUL and
Q are τUL = tUL and Q
 = tULQ˜.
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Fig. 2. UL energy eUL(tUL, sUL) vs. transmission time tUL for ktx,1 = 0.4 W,
ktx,2 = 18, and two different data block sizes: 1.5 and 0.75 MBytes. When
sUL = 1.5 MBytes, the minimum is achieved at tUL = 1.24 s, whereas when
sUL = 0.75 MBytes, the minimum is achieved at tUL = 0.62 s.
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Fig. 3. UL energy eUL(tUL, sUL) vs. transmission time tUL for ktx,1 = 0,
ktx,2 = 18, and two different data block sizes: 1.5 and 0.75 MBytes.
WUL = 10 MHz, and assuming ktx,2 = 18. In particular,
Fig. 2 corresponds to the case where ktx,1 = 0.4 W, i.e.,
the MT spends a non-negligible baseline power for having
the transmission RF and BB circuitry switched on. On the
other hand, in Fig. 3 such constant is 0, which means that
the only power that the MT spends comes from the radiated
power. The main consequence from this is that in Fig. 2
the curves present a minimum w.r.t. the UL time tUL (and,
therefore, it does not make sense to spend more time than
that corresponding to such a minimum), whereas in Fig. 3 the
spent energy decreases with the UL transmission time. Note
that, although some concrete numerical values have to adopted
concerning the parameters of the energy consumption models
to generate the ﬁgures, Section IV deduces a set of generic
characteristics of the curves relating the energy and the latency
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Fig. 4. Number of active modes vs. rUL normalized by the UL bandwidth
for ktx,1 = 0.4 W.
in the wireless transmission. The main conclusion from this
is that, irrespectively of the numerical values of the model
parameters, only two kinds of curves are possible, namely,
the case in which the curve has a single minimum (as shown
in Fig. 2) and the case in which the curve is monotonous
decreasing (as shown in Fig. 3). It is also important to note
that, although for the sake of analytical treatment we have
considered the models (1) and (2) that simplify the general
ones provided in [24], the values we have selected here for
the parameters allow models to approximate quite well the
extra energy consumption due to the ofﬂoading according to
the experimental measurements provided in [24] for a practical
LTE handset.
It should be also emphasized that, although the num-
ber of active eigenmodes K(tUL, sUL) is a discrete function,
eUL(tUL, sUL) and c(tUL, sUL) are continuous w.r.t. tUL and sUL.
The reason behind this statement is that, at the instant in which
a new eigenmode is activated due to an increase of the water-
level, the power that is allocated to it is zero. Then, when the
water-level keeps on increasing, the powers allocated to the
activated eigenmodes also increase continuously.
Lemma 2. The UL energy normalized by the number of
transmitted bits, i.e., 1sUL eUL(tUL, sUL), depends only on the UL
rate rUL = sULtUL . This allows to introduce the following notation:
eUL(rUL) = eUL
(
sUL
tUL
)
= 1sUL eUL(tUL, sUL) = eUL
(
1
rUL
, 1
)
or,
equivalently, eUL(tUL, sUL) = sULeUL(rUL). In addition, function
eUL(rUL) is characterized by the fact that any local minimum
will be also the global minimum of eUL(rUL).
Proof: From expressions (7), (8), and (9), it can be
veriﬁed easily that functions c(tUL, sUL) and K(tUL, sUL) depend
only on the rate rUL = sULtUL . Based on this, the following nota-
tion will be used when considered appropriate: K(tUL, sUL) =
K
(
sUL
tUL
)
= K(rUL) and c(tUL, sUL) = c
(
sUL
tUL
)
= c(rUL). In
addition, through an analysis of expressions (8) and (9), it can
be concluded that K(rUL) is monotonous increasing w.r.t. rUL.
From the previous observation and using (6), it can be
veriﬁed that the UL energy normalized by the number of
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Fig. 5. Normalized energy eUL(rUL) vs. rUL normalized by the UL bandwidth
for ktx,1 = 0.4 W.
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Fig. 6. Normalized energy eUL(rUL) vs. rUL normalized by the UL bandwidth
for ktx,1 = 0.
transmitted bits, i.e., 1sUL eUL(tUL, sUL), depends only on the
UL rate rUL = sULtUL . Note that since function eUL(rUL) can
be expressed as eUL
(
1
rUL
, 1
)
, being eUL a convex function,
then any local minimum of eUL(rUL) will be unique and also
the global minimum although eUL(rUL) does not have to be
necessarily convex w.r.t. rUL.
As an illustrative example, Fig. 4 shows the number of
active modes K(rUL) w.r.t. the UL rate rUL when ktx,1 = 0.4 W
and taking the same parameters used to generate the previous
ﬁgures. As can be observed, the number of modes increases
with the rate until achieving the 4 spatial eigenmodes available
for a 4x4 MIMO channel, as expected.
Thanks to Lemma 2, in the following, we will use RˇUL to
denote the UL rate that minimizes eUL(rUL). Note that RˇUL →
∞ and RˇUL = 0 means that the function eUL(rUL) is monotonous
decreasing and increasing, respectively. Fig. 5 and 6 show the
normalized energy eUL as a function of the UL transmission
rate rUL (normalized by the bandwidth) in the same simulation
conditions as the ones used to generate the previous curves
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in this section (single realization of a 4x4 MIMO channel
with a bandwidth WUL = 10 MHz). Fig. 5 corresponds to
the case of ktx,1 = 0.4 W, whereas in Fig. 6, ktx,1 = 0 is
considered. In the ﬁrst case, the curve presents a minimum at
RˇUL = 0.97 b/s/Hz. Note that this minimum could have been
obtained without distinction by dividing the sUL by tUL values at
any of the minimums of the curves in Fig. 2. Note also that in
Fig. 6, where we have assumed that ktx,1 = 0, the normalized
energy is monotonous increasing and, therefore, RˇUL = 0.
C. Trade-off between Latency and Energy in the DL Trans-
mission
In the case of the DL transmission, the relationship between
the energy spent by the MT when receiving (eDL), the number
of bits transmitted through the DL (sDL), and the time spent
in such DL transmission (tDL) can be formulated as follows
based on (2):
eDL(tDL, sDL) = krx,1tDL + krx,2sDL. (12)
The previous expression is linear and, thus, jointly convex
w.r.t. tDL and sDL. As for the UL case, we may deﬁne the DL
energy normalized by the number of received bits, which de-
pends only on the DL rate rDL = sDLtDL : eDL(rDL) = eDL
(
sDL
tDL
)
=
1
sDL
eDL(tDL, sDL) =
krx,1
rDL
+ krx,2. As it can be seen, this is a
decreasing function w.r.t. rDL.
It is important to emphasize that given values of tDL and
sDL will be feasible only if the DL channel supports the rate
rDL =
sDL
tDL
. If we consider that the FAP is endowed with nFAP
antennas and that only its radiated power is constrained by
Ptx,FAP, then the following relationship has to be fulﬁlled:
rDL =
sDL
tDL
≤ WDL log2
∣∣∣I+HDLQ˜DLHHDL∣∣∣ , (13)
for some Q˜DL with Tr(Q˜DL) ≤ Ptx,FAP,
where Q˜DL represents the transmit power covariance matrix at
the transmitting serving FAP and HDL ∈ CnMT×nFAP denotes
the response of the MIMO channel in DL.
The maximum supported DL rate can be calculated as the
solution to the following problem:
maximize
Q˜DL
WDL log2
∣∣∣I+HDLQ˜DLHHDL∣∣∣
subject to C1 : Tr(Q˜DL) ≤ Ptx,FAP,
C2 : Q˜DL  0.
(14)
The previous problem is convex (the objective function to
be maximized is concave) and the optimum solution consists
in transmitting through the eigenmodes of HHDLHDL using the
well known water-ﬁlling over the corresponding eigenvalues
[14], [26]. Accordingly, the optimum value of the objective
function, i.e., the maximum DL achievable rate, is represented
by RmaxDL . Based on this, the constraint to be fulﬁlled by the
number of bits to be transmitted in DL and the corresponding
transmission time is rDL = sDLtDL ≤ RmaxDL .
D. Main Conclusions
In summary, the main results of this section are the follow-
ing:
• To minimize the total energy consumed by the MT in the
UL (or the energy normalized per transmitted bit), the UL
transmission should be done through the channel eigenvec-
tors, as expected. The number of active eigenmodes, upper
bounded by the rank of HHH, will depend only on the UL
data rate and will be an increasing function of such rate.
The total energy consumption per bit in the UL depends
only on the UL data rate as well and presents a global
minimum, even if the UL normalized energy is not a convex
function. If the baseline energy consumption for having the
transmitter chain switched on is negligible (i.e., ktx,1 = 0),
the energy consumption per bit in the UL is an increasing
function of the UL data rate, which means that, if we want
to minimize energy, we need to decrease the UL data rate
as much as possible. However, if ktx,1 is different from 0,
then increasing the UL transmission time may not be the
best solution after all. We will deal with this situation in
the next section.
• The total energy consumed by the MT in the DL per
received bit depends only on the DL transmission rate and
is a decreasing function of such rate. Therefore, to minimize
the energy consumption by the MT in the DL, the optimal
solution is that the FAP transmits with the highest possible
DL rate RmaxDL that depends on the DL channel conditions
and the maximum transmission power of the FAP.
V. JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF THE RADIO AND
COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES WITH PARTIAL
OFFLOADING
A. Problem Formulation
We address in this section the joint optimization of the
usage of communication and computational resources in the
ofﬂoading process, where a part of the processing will be done
at the MT and a part will be ofﬂoaded to the FAP. When
formulating the problem, several parameters, variables (see
Table I), deﬁnitions, and aspects have to be taken into account,
as detailed below.
The ultimate goal is to minimize the total energy spent
by the MT. Such energy includes the energy spent in the
UL transmission and DL reception, as well as the energy
spent in the local processing (see the objective function in
the ofﬂoading optimization problem (15)). On the other hand,
the execution of the application has to ﬁnish within a time
frame not longer than Lmax associated to a given QoS to be
perceived by the user.
Let us consider that the application to be executed has to
process Sapp bits. We assume that these bits can be divided
into two groups of any size, so that SP0 bits will be processed
locally at the MT and SP1 bits will be processed remotely at
the FAP. Although in a practical case, only some sizes may
be accepted in the data partitioning, we take this approach in
order to understand the fundamental tradeoffs in the ofﬂoading
process. It is considered that both computation processes at
the MT and the FAP can be performed in parallel and, for the
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TABLE I
VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS INVOLVED IN THE OFFLOADING OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
tUL Time duration of the UL transmission
tDL Time duration of the DL transmission
sUL Number of bits sent by the MT through the UL in tUL seconds
sDL Number of bits received by the MT through the DL in tDL seconds
rUL Transmission rate in the UL transmission (rUL =
sUL
tUL
)
rDL Transmission rate in the DL transmission (rDL = sDLtDL )
Sapp Application load measured as the number of bits to be processed
SP0 Processing load at the MT, measured as the number of bits to be processed locally at the MT
SP1 Processing load at the FAP, measured as the number of bits to be processed remotely at the FAP
βUL It accounts for the overhead due to the UL communication, i.e., sUL = βULSP1
βDL It accounts jointly for the overhead due to the DL communication and the ratio between output and input bits
associated to the execution of the remote process at the FAP, i.e., sDL = βDLSP1
τP0 Required computation time per bit processed locally at the MT
τP1 Required computation time per bit processed remotely at the FAP
εP0 Energy consumed per bit processed locally at the MT
εP1 Energy consumed per bit processed remotely at the FAP
Lmax Maximum admissible latency in the execution of the application
Ptx,MT Maximum radiated power of the MT
Ptx,FAP Maximum radiated power of the FAP
RmaxUL Maximum data rate supported in the UL transmission
RmaxDL Maximum data rate supported in the DL transmission
ktx,1, ktx,2, krx,1, krx,2 Model dependent constants for the computation of the energy consumption in both UL and DL
eUL(tUL, sUL) Energy spent by the MT when transmitting through the UL (it is a function of tUL and sUL)
eDL(tDL, sDL) Energy spent by the MT when receiving through the DL (it is a function of tDL and sDL)
eUL(rUL) Normalized consumed energy per transmitted bit through the UL (it is a function of rUL)
eDL(rDL) Normalized consumed energy per received bit through the DL (it is a function of rDL)
RˇUL Value of rUL for which the normalized energy in the UL eUL(rUL) is minimized
c(rUL) Water-level for the computation of the power assigned to each active eigenmode in the UL (it is a function of rUL)
K(rUL) Number of active eigenmodes in the UL (it is a function of rUL)
sake of simplicity in the notation, we will assume that such
division does not imply any overhead, i.e., Sapp = SP0 + SP1
(formulated as constraint C1 in (15)).
Concerning the computational capabilities of the MT and
the FAP, we denote the time that the MT and the FAP need
to process a single bit by τP0 and τP1 , respectively. Note
that these parameters account jointly for the CPU rate (in
cycles/second) and the complexity (in cycles/bit) associated
to the application [6]. The time required for the execution of
the application, i.e., the latency, will be given as the maximum
value of the time required by the MT to perform the assigned
local computation and the time required for the ofﬂoading.
Such ofﬂoading time includes the transmission of the ofﬂoaded
bits through the UL, the remote execution at the FAP, and the
reception through the DL. This latency must be less than or
equal to Lmax (see constraint C2 in (15)).
We assume that the number of bits to be transmitted through
the UL is proportional to SP1 (sUL = βULSP1 ), where the
constant βUL > 1 accounts for the overhead due to the UL
communication. Similarly, we assume that the number of
bits to be transmitted through the DL is proportional to SP1
(sDL = βDLSP1 ), where the constant βDL accounts jointly for the
overhead due to the DL communication and the ratio between
output and input bits associated to the execution of the remote
process at the FAP.
Both the MT and the FAP have a limitation in terms of
maximum radiated power, represented by Ptx,MT and Ptx,FAP,
respectively, and introduced through constraints C3 and C4 in
(15). Note that in addition to the communication itself, the
MT also spends some energy in processing the bits related to
the part of the application that is not ofﬂoaded. Such energy
is modeled as εP0SP0 , where εP0 represents the energy spent
for each bit that has to be processed locally. This parameter
accounts jointly for the energy/cycle of the MT processor and
the cycles/bit associated to the application [6].
Based on all the previous points, the resource allocation
problem can be written as2
minimize
SP0 ,SP1 ,tUL,tDL
eUL(tUL, βULSP1) + εP0SP0 + eDL(tDL, βDLSP1)
subject to C1 : SP0 + SP1 = Sapp,
C2 : max {τP0SP0 , tUL + τP1SP1 + tDL}
≤ Lmax,
C3 : eUL(tUL, βULSP1)− ktx,1tUL
≤ ktx,2tULPtx,MT,
C4 : βDLSP1 ≤ tDLRmaxDL .
(15)
The previous problem is convex as the objective function
is the sum of three functions that are either jointly convex
or linear w.r.t. to the optimization variables, the inequality
2Note that in case that we would like to incorporate economic related
aspects, such as, for example, the potential payment for the use of the trans-
mission link and/or the use of the FAP for remote computation, the formulation
of the resource allocation problem should be adapted by modifying the cost
function and/or adding new constraints accordingly. In case that we would
like to include the energy consumption of the FAP, an additional term in the
cost function and/or an additional constraint should be added accounting for
this.
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constraints are convex, and the equality constraints are linear
[27].
B. Simpliﬁcation of the Global Resource Allocation Problem
The objective now is to simplify the previous problem by
reformulating some of the previous constraints and by ﬁnding
partial solutions. The simpliﬁcation is based on the following
facts:
• Thanks to C1 (the constraint that indicates that the total
number of bits is distributed between local and remote
processing), it is possible to express SP0 in terms of SP1 as
SP0 = Sapp − SP1 . This will allow to eliminate SP0 from
the set of optimization variables.
• Constraint C3 is the analytic formulation of the maximum
radiated power at the MT associated to the UL transmission
and, according to (6), this can be written as
K(rUL)∑
i=1
(
c(rUL)− 1
λi
)
≤ Ptx,MT. (16)
Taking into account that both K(rUL) and c(rUL) are
monotonous increasing functions, the previous constraint
can be written equivalently as
rUL =
sUL
tUL
≤ RmaxUL , (17)
where RmaxUL is the UL rate for which (16) is fulﬁlled with
equality.
• As far as C4 is concerned (i.e., the constraint related to the
maximum achievable rate in the DL transmission), in the
optimum solution such constraint has to be fulﬁlled with
equality since, otherwise, we could always decrease tDL until
C4 is fulﬁlled with equality while, at the same time, the
objective function is reduced and constraint C2 may become
looser. Consequently, in the optimum solution we have:
tDL =
βDLSP1
RmaxDL
. (18)
The previous equality will allow to eliminate variable tDL
from the set of optimization variables in the new simpliﬁed
optimization problem. Remember that the value of RmaxDL is
directly related to the maximum power radiated by the FAP
Ptx,FAP, as explained in Subsection IV-C.
• Constraint C2 related to the available time budget (and
formulated in terms of a maximum allowed latency) can
be rewritten as a set of two constraints detailed as follows
(where we have used the previous result concerning the
equality in C4 for the optimum solution):
C2a : τP0SP0 = τP0(Sapp − SP1) ≤ Lmax
⇒ SP1 ≥ Sapp −
Lmax
τP0
, (19)
C2b : tUL + τP1SP1 + tDL =
βULSP1
rUL
+ τP1SP1 +
βDLSP1
RmaxDL
≤ Lmax (20)
⇒ rUL ≥ βULLmax
SP1
− τP1 − βDLRmaxDL
=
βULSP1
Lmax − τP1SP1 − βDLRmaxDL SP1
= rminUL (SP1). (21)
Note that, in order to be able to ﬁnd a feasible value of rUL,
we require that rminUL (SP1) ≤ RmaxUL . Using (21), this implies
that the following condition on SP1 has to be fulﬁlled:
SP1 ≤
Lmax
βUL
RmaxUL
+ τP1 +
βDL
RmaxDL
. (22)
Using the previous results in (19) and (22), we deﬁne the
minimum and maximum values of variable SP1 as follows:
SP1 ≥ SminP1 , SminP1 = max
{
0, Sapp−Lmax
τP0
}
, (23)
SP1 ≤ SmaxP1 , SmaxP1 = min
{
Sapp,
Lmax
βUL
RmaxUL
+τP1+
βDL
RmaxDL
}
.(24)
Taking all this into account, the optimization problem can
be expressed in a simpliﬁed way as follows (where we have
reduced the set of optimization variables to just two variables:
SP1 and rUL):
minimize
SP1 ,rUL
SP1βULeUL(rUL)
+
(
krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL − εP0
)
SP1
+ εP0Sapp
subject to SminP1 ≤ SP1 ≤ SmaxP1 ,
rminUL (SP1) ≤ rUL ≤ RmaxUL .
(25)
The objective function in the previous problem is the same as
the one in (15) after expressing all the optimization variables
in terms of SP1 and rUL, and formulating the UL energy con-
sumption as SP1βULeUL(rUL) and the DL energy consumption
as
(
krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL
)
SP1 based on (12).
The previous problem will be feasible if, and only if,
SminP1 ≤ SmaxP1 . Otherwise, if the problem is infeasible, the
only solution is to increase the value of the maximum allowed
latency Lmax. In fact, using the previous expressions (23) and
(24), ﬁnding the value of Lmax for which the problem becomes
feasible will be an easy task since SminP1 and S
max
P1
depend
linearly on Lmax.
C. Problem Solution
In order to solve the previous problem, we will ﬁrst of
all optimize variable rUL (i.e., the UL data rate) assuming a
ﬁxed value of the number of bits SP1 , obtaining as a result
rUL(SP1). Then, the remaining task will be the optimization
of variable SP1 , which can be expressed as a one-dimensional
optimization problem and will be solved numerically by means
of an iterative procedure.
rUL(SP1) is found as the solution of the following problem
(note that, for a ﬁxed value of the UL number of bits SP1 , the
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rate that minimizes the energy cost function in (25) is equal
to the rate that minimizes the function eUL(rUL) subject to the
constraints detailed below):
rUL(SP1) = argminimize
rUL
eUL(rUL)
subject to rminUL (SP1)≤rUL≤RmaxUL .
(26)
The solution to this problem is summarized as follows
(recall that eUL(rUL) is a continuous function with a unique
minimum denoted by RˇUL so that for rUL < RˇUL the function
is decreasing and for rUL > RˇUL the function is increasing):
rUL(SP1) =
⎧⎨⎩
rminUL (SP1), RˇUL < r
min
UL (SP1),
RˇUL, r
min
UL (SP1) ≤ RˇUL ≤ RmaxUL ,
RmaxUL , RˇUL > R
max
UL .
(27)
Note that, in the previous expression, each of the three lines
corresponds to the case in which RˇUL lies on the left, within,
or on the right of the search interval
[
rminUL (SP1), R
max
UL
]
.
Taking the previous result (27) into account, the opti-
mization problem (25) can be rewritten as a simpliﬁed one-
dimensional problem in terms of variable SP1 :
minimize
SP1
fo(SP1)
subject to SminP1 ≤ SP1 ≤ SmaxP1 ,
(28)
where the objective function fo(SP1) is deﬁned as
fo(SP1) = SP1βULeUL(r

UL(SP1)) (29)
+
(
krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL − εP0
)
SP1 + εP0Sapp.
Note that the objective function in the previous problem
(which is a function of the single variable SP1 ) is numerically
the same as the one that we would have obtained by optimizing
problem (15) w.r.t. all the optimization variables except SP1 .
The main consequence from this observation is that, since (15)
is a convex optimization problem, the cost function fo(SP1)
(29) is a convex function w.r.t. SP1 . That allows to apply very
simple numerical methods to solve problem (28) and calculate
SP1 , that is, the optimum value of SP1 according to problem
(28). Some illustrative examples of numerical methods are
the gradient-based algorithms or the nested intervals technique
[28], [29].
Table II presents the detailed steps of a numerical method
that converges always with exponential speed [28] and ﬁnds
the optimum value SP1 with a resolution better than a given
percentage (represented by ) of the search interval length
SmaxP1 − SminP1 . Note that steps 3-5 identify if the problem
is infeasible, whereas steps 6-10 and 11-15 check whether
SminP1 and S
max
P1
are the optimum solutions to the problem,
respectively.
The conditions under which SminP1 and S
max
P1
are the op-
timum solutions are derived by taking into account that, as
it has been mentioned before, function fo(SP1) is convex.
Thanks to this observation, SP1 = S
min
P1
will be optimum if
dfo(S
min
P1
)
dSP1
≥ 0. On the other hand, the optimum solution will
be SP1 = S
max
P1
if
dfo(S
max
P1
)
dSP1
≤ 0. Note that, since fo(SP1) is a
non-constant convex function, there will be only one possible
value of SP1 for which its derivative equals 0. In particular,
this means that the derivative cannot be equal to 0 at SminP1
and SmaxP1 simultaneously and, consequently, no ambiguity
can happen when checking the optimality conditions of such
extreme values.
In case that these extreme values are not optimum, then the
optimum value SP1 will be computed resorting to steps 17-22
in Table II. These steps allows to calculate numerically the
value of SP1 within the interval
(
SminP1 , S
max
P1
)
for which the
derivative is 0. This is carried out by deriving successive nested
intervals over variable SP1 , each one with a length equal to
one half of the length of the previous interval. The left extreme
of the intervals is selected such that the derivative of fo is non-
positive at such extreme (step 18), whereas the derivative is
non-negative on the right extreme (step 19). Asymptotically,
the length of the nested intervals tends to 0 and the central
point of the interval tends to the optimum solution, i.e., the
value of SP1 for which the derivative of fo(SP1) equals 0 (step
22).
The derivatives of the convex function fo(SP1) that appear
in the previous paragraph and that are also used in the itera-
tions based on the nested intervals approach detailed in Table
II can be calculated according to the following expressions:
dfo(SP1)
dSP1
= βULeUL(r

UL(SP1))
+SP1βULe
′
UL(r

UL(SP1))
drUL(SP1)
dSP1
+krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL − εP0 , (30)
where the derivative of eUL(rUL) is calculated as shown in
(31). The previous expressions have been derived using the
deﬁnition of function eUL(rUL) provided in Lemma 2, i.e.,
eUL(rUL) = eUL
(
sUL
tUL
)
= 1sUL eUL(tUL, sUL) = eUL
(
1
rUL
, 1
)
, where
the explicit expression of eUL(tUL, sUL) is given by (6).
Summarizing, the main results of this section are the
following. Given the application parameters (i.e., energy per
processed bit required by the execution of the application at
the MT, number input/output bits, etc.) we may minimize the
energy consumption of the MT by optimizing the partition
of the data to be processed locally and remotely and the
UL transmission rate (as this will have an impact on the
energy consumption of the MT when transmitting through
the UL). We have found that for each possible partition there
is an optimal transmission UL data rate which is given by
eq. (27). Then, we have proposed a method for calculating
efﬁciently the optimal data partition in terms of the total energy
consumption at the MT.
VI. ANALYSIS OF PARTICULAR CASES
In this section we provide an analysis of a number of
particular cases of the general resource allocation problem
deﬁned and solved in the previous sections. This analysis
provides an insight into the problem and the solution itself and
give practical guidelines for the application of the proposed
strategy.
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e′UL(rUL) = −
ktx,1
r2UL
− ktx,2
r2UL
K(rUL)∑
i=1
(
c(rUL)− 1
λi
)
+
ktx,2
rUL
K(rUL)∑
i=1
log 2
WULK(rUL)
2
rUL
WULK(rUL)(∏K(rUL)
k=1 λk
) 1
K(rUL)
, (31)
drUL(SP1)
dSP1
=
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
βUL
Lmax
S2
P1(
Lmax
SP1
−τP1−
βDL
RmaxDL
)2 = βULLmax(
Lmax−SP1τP1−SP1
βDL
RmaxDL
)2 , rminUL (SP1) > RˇUL,
0, rminUL (SP1) ≤ RˇUL.
(32)
TABLE II
ITERATIVE ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE THE OPTIMUM VALUE OF THE
NUMBER OF BITS TO BE TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE UL IN THE JOINT
COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION RESOURCE ALLOCATION
PROBLEM
1: calculate SminP1 according to (23)
2: calculate SmaxP1 according to (24)
3: if SmaxP1 < S
min
P1
4: problem is infeasible: increase Lmax −→ go to 24
5: end if
6: calculate
dfo(S
min
P1
)
dSP1
according to (30)
7: if
dfo(S
min
P1
)
dSP1
≥ 0
8: SP1 = S
min
P1
9: go to 23
10: end if
11: calculate
dfo(S
max
P1
)
dSP1
according to (30)
12: if
dfo(S
max
P1
)
dSP1
≤ 0
13: SP1 = S
max
P1
14: go to 23
15: end if
16: set Sinf = SminP1 , Ssup = S
max
P1
, S = 1
2
(Sinf + Ssup)
17: repeat
18: if dfo(S)
dSP1
≤ 0, then set Sinf = S
19: otherwise, set Ssup = S
20: set S = 1
2
(Sinf + Ssup)
21: until Ssup − Sinf < 
(
SmaxP1 − SminP1
)
22: take the last obtained value of S as a valid approximation of the
optimum solution: SP1  S
23: based on SP1 , calculate the other parameters involved in the
problem: SP0 , r

UL, r

DL, t

UL, t

DL
24: end algorithm
A. Optimality of No Ofﬂoading
In this subsection we provide the necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions under which the optimum solution is to process all
the bits locally at the MT, i.e., SP1 = 0. These conditions are
twofold: (i) SP1 = 0 should be feasible, and (ii)
dfo(0)
dSP1
≥ 0.
According to (23), the ﬁrst condition (i) holds if, and only
if, Lmax ≥ SappτP0 , i.e., executing all the application locally
at the MT does not violate the latency constraint.
On the other hand, we see from (25) that function rminUL (SP1)
is equal to 0 at SP1 = 0 (i.e., r
min
UL (0) = 0) and is continuous
within a certain interval containing SP1 = 0. These two
characteristics allow to state that function rUL(SP1) will be
constant (i.e., not depending on SP1 ) also within a certain
interval containing SP1 = 0. The main consequence from this
is that dr

UL(0)
dSP1
= 0 and, therefore, the second condition (ii)
holds if, and only if,
dfo(0)
dSP1
= βULeUL(r

UL(0)) + krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL − εP0 ≥ 0.
(33)
The previous condition is equivalent to εP0 ≤ βULeUL(rUL(0))+
krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL, i.e., the energy required to process 1
bit locally at the MT (εP0 ) should be lower than the energy
required to transmit 1 bit through the UL (βULeUL(rUL(0))) plus
the energy required to receive through the DL the output data
portion corresponding to the processing of 1 bit (krx,1 βDLRmaxDL +
krx,2βDL). Note that if the channel conditions improve, then
the terms βULeUL(rUL(0)) and krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
would decrease and,
therefore, total processing at the MT may not be optimum
any more.
B. Optimality of Total Ofﬂoading
In this subsection we provide the necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions under which the optimum solution is to process
all the bits remotely at the FAP, i.e., SP1 = Sapp. These
conditions are twofold: (i) SP1 = Sapp should be feasible,
and (ii) dfo(Sapp)dSP1 ≤ 0.
According to (24), the ﬁrst condition (i) holds if, and only if,
Lmax ≥ Sapp
(
βUL
RmaxUL
+ τP1 +
βDL
RmaxDL
)
, i.e., the time required to
transmit all the data through the UL, for the remote processing,
and for the DL transmission of the output data, should not
violate the maximum latency constraint.
Finally, the necessary and sufﬁcient condition (ii) can be
expanded as
dfo(Sapp)
dSP1
= βULeUL(r

UL(Sapp))
+SappβULe
′
UL(r

UL(Sapp))
drUL(Sapp)
dSP1
+ krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL − εP0 ≤ 0. (34)
C. Feasibility and Minimum Affordable Latency
As commented in the previous section, the problem (15)
to be solved is feasible if, and only if, SmaxP1 ≥ SminP1 . As
shown explicitly in (23) and (24), these two values depend
on the maximum allowed latency Lmax (in fact, they are
linear functions of Lmax with a top and a bottom saturation
at Sapp and 0, respectively). The plot of these two functions
(i.e., SmaxP1 (Lmax) and S
min
P1
(Lmax)) is shown in Fig. 7. In
such ﬁgure, each vertical segment within the shaded region
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Fig. 7. Dependency of SmaxP1 and S
min
P1
vs. Lmax.
represents the set of feasible values of SP1 for each value of
Lmax (see, as example, the dashed vertical segment within the
shaded region, that contains the feasible values of SP1 for the
corresponding value of Lmax represented in the ﬁgure through
a circle).
From the ﬁgure it can be seen clearly that there will be
a lowest value of Lmax (also called minimum affordable
latency) under which problem (15) becomes infeasible. Let
us denote such lowest value by Lo. Thanks to the closed-
form expressions (23) and (24), an analytic expression for
Lo can be calculated (it is, in fact, the crossing of the two-
linear segments of functions SmaxP1 (Lmax) and S
min
P1
(Lmax)).
The minimum admissible value of the latency for which the
problem is feasible is, thus,
Lo =
Sapp
1
βUL
RmaxUL
+τP1+
βDL
RmaxDL
+ 1τP0
= Sapp
τP0
(
βUL
RmaxUL
+ τP1 +
βDL
RmaxDL
)
βUL
RmaxUL
+ τP1 +
βDL
RmaxDL
+ τP0
. (35)
Note that Lo is always lower than SappτP0 , i.e., the time that
would be needed to do all the processing locally at the MT,
and lower than Sapp
(
βUL
RmaxUL
+ τP1 +
βDL
RmaxDL
)
, i.e., the time that
would be needed to do all the processing remotely at the FAP
(including UL transmission, processing, and DL transmission).
Interestingly, when the time budget (i.e., the maximum
allowed latency Lmax) equals the minimum affordable latency
Lo, partial ofﬂoading is required, and the distribution of bits
is given by
Lmax = Lo ⇒
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
SP0 = Sapp
βUL
RmaxUL
+τP1+
βDL
RmaxDL
βUL
RmaxUL
+τP1+
βDL
RmaxDL
+τP0
,
SP1 = Sapp
τP0
βUL
RmaxUL
+τP1+
βDL
RmaxDL
+τP0
,
(36)
where the previous expressions have been obtained by
calculating the crossing point between SmaxP1 (Lmax) and
SminP1 (Lmax).
In some situations and for some concrete applications, the
delay experienced by the application is the only performance
indicator that matters, while the energy spent by the MT does
not play any important role. This can happen, for example,
when we have a laptop or a smart-phone connected to the
electric power grid (and, therefore, the battery is not a limita-
tion) or when we are running an online interactive game where
the latency should be as low as possible to perceive a real-
time interaction among players. In these cases, the ofﬂoading
design problem becomes the following:
minimize
L,SP0 ,SP1 ,tUL,tDL
L
subject to SP0 + SP1 = Sapp,
max {τP0SP0 , tUL + τP1SP1 + tDL} ≤ L,
eUL(tUL, βULSP1)− ktx,1tUL ≤ ktx,2tULPtx,MT,
βDLSP1 ≤ tDLRmaxDL .
(37)
The previous problem is, in fact, the feasibility test for the
original problem (15) and, therefore, the optimum solution
is given by L = Lo (35) and the distribution of bits for
processing detailed in (36).
D. Minimum Energy without Latency Constraints
In situations where the MT has a very low battery level
or for applications which are delay-tolerant, the user may
be interested in minimizing the total energy spending no
matter how much delay this implies. In fact, this situation
can be modeled using the general problem formulation (15)
but without including constraint C2, or what is equivalent, by
assuming that Lmax → ∞ (i.e., there is no effective latency
constraint).
The solution to the previous problem can be found by just
taking the expressions for the general problem formulation and
particularizing them to the case of Lmax → ∞. The ﬁrst main
conclusion is that, according to (23-24), the feasible set for
variable SP1 is
0 ≤ SP1 ≤ Sapp. (38)
We have also that, according to (25),
rminUL (SP1) = 0, ∀SP1 ∈ [0, Sapp]. (39)
Based on the previous result and using (27), we deduce
that function rUL(SP1) is constant and, therefore, denoted in
what follows simply by rUL (with a value equal to either RˇUL
or RmaxUL ), which implies that the derivative of r

UL(SP1) w.r.t.
SP1 is zero:
rUL(SP1) = r

UL =
{
RˇUL, RˇUL ≤ RmaxUL ,
RmaxUL , RˇUL > R
max
UL
⇒ dr

UL(SP1)
dSP1
= 0, ∀SP1 ∈ [0, Sapp]. (40)
Finally, by collecting all the previous results, the total
energy spending (30) can be rewritten as
fo(SP1) =
(
βULeUL(r

UL) + krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL − εP0
)
SP1
+εP0Sapp, (41)
from which it is seen that, in this case, the dependency of the
energy with SP1 is linear. Based on this, we ﬁnd the optimum
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solution to the problem as
SP1 =
{
0, βULeUL(r

UL) + krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL ≥ εP0 ,
Sapp, βULeUL(r

UL) + krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL < εP0 .
(42)
From the previous result it is concluded that, without latency
constraint, partial ofﬂoading can never be optimal, i.e., the
optimum solution in terms of energy consumption is to process
all the data either locally or remotely. In this situation, we
would like to emphasize that from (42) we can ﬁnd the optimal
decision basically from the comparison of the energy that
would be needed to process 1 bit locally (represented by
εP0 ) and the energy that would be required to transmit 1 bit
through the UL, to process such bit remotely at the FAP, and to
send the corresponding output data to the MT through the DL
(represented by βULeUL(rUL) + krx,1
βDL
RmaxDL
+ krx,2βDL). Note that
if the channel condition improves, then the terms βULeUL(rUL)
and krx,1 βDLRmaxDL would decrease and, therefore, it would be more
likely that the optimum solution is total ofﬂoading.
E. Summary
Summarizing, the main results of this section are the
following. Given a certain set of parameters and channel
conditions, if the problem is not latency-constrained (that is,
if the latency constraint C2 is problem (15) is not fulﬁlled
with equality), then the optimal solution in terms of total
energy consumed by the MT is to do all the processing either
locally or remotely. In such a situation, when ofﬂoading is
optimum, the optimal UL data rate is the one minimizing
the energy consumption per bit. In case that the system is
constrained by the maximum affordable latency, the optimal
UL data rate depends on the concrete partition considered. Still
in such a situation, conditions for which total ofﬂoading or no
ofﬂoading are optimum have been found. Finally, if the goal
if to minimize the latency, then partial ofﬂoading is required
and the optimum partition depends on the maximum UL and
DL data rates possible according to the power budget for both
the MT and the FAP.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section provides some simulations results to illustrate
the performance of the proposed ofﬂoading optimization strat-
egy. In all the presented simulations, the following numerical
values for the parameters related with the energy consumption
model in (1) and (2) have been taken: ktx,1 = 0.4 W,
ktx,2 = 18, krx,1 = 0.4 W, krx,2 = 2.86 W/Mbps. These
values have been computed through numerical regressions
to be aligned with the experimental measurements provided
in [24] for a LTE-MT dongle which, in turn, validates the
power consumption models proposed by the European EARTH
project [23] and allows us to obtain realistic simulations
results. To evaluate the actual impact of the ofﬂoading on the
energy consumption, ktx,1 does not include the base power
consumption measured without scheduled trafﬁc, but only the
base power increase for having the transmitter and receiver
chains active with scheduled trafﬁc.
Other physical parameters related to the channel bandwidth
and the maximum radiated powers for the MT and the FAP that
have been used in the simulations are: WUL = WDL = 10 MHz,
and Ptx,MT = Ptx,FAP = 100 mW. In the simulations, unless
stated otherwise, we have taken as the maximum allowed
latency the value Lmax = 4 s.
In [6], the speed and computational energy characteristics
of two mobile devices, Nokia N810 and N900, were pro-
vided. According to Table 1 in [6], we will consider in our
simulations the N810 device with an energy consumption of
1
480·106 J/cycle when working at a CPU rate of 400 · 106
cycles/s. The same paper provides the relation between the
number of computational cycles and input bits for several
applications. In particular, for the gzip compression application
(that we will consider in our simulations), this number is
330 cycles/byte according to Table 3 in [6]. From these
quantities, we can calculate the time required to process 1
bit (τP0 = 10
−7 s/bit) and the energy spent in the processing
of 1 bit (εP0 = 8.6 ·10−8 J/bit). As mentioned before, we will
consider a gzip application compressing a set of ﬁles with a
total size equal to Sapp = 5 MBytes, βUL = 1, βDL = 0.2
(note that we are considering that the compression application
is able to generate output ﬁles with a size equal to 20% of
sizes of the input ﬁles before compression). Concerning the
speed of the CPU at the FAP, we will assume that it is twice
faster, which translates into τP1 = τP0/2 (this can be achieved
using a different processor or two processors in parallel with
the same capabilities).
In the simulations we have considered four different cases
of number of antennas: MIMO 4x4, MIMO 4x2, MISO 4x1,
and SISO 1x1. Each point in the curves has been obtained by
averaging 1000 random channels (except in Fig. 12 and 13),
where the channel matrix realization for each of them has
been obtained by generating i.i.d. random zero-mean complex
circularly symmetric Gaussian components with a variance
equal to 1. In the ﬁgures, the behaviour of the system is
analyzed as a function of γ. This parameter represents the
mean channel gain (the same in UL and DL) normalized by
the noise power and corresponds to a scalar factor multiplying
the randomly generated channel matrices.
Fig. 8 shows the energy saving in percentage w.r.t. the
case of no ofﬂoading. Note that in the case of no ofﬂoading,
the total energy spent would be εP0Sapp. On the other hand,
the actual spent energy corresponds to the optimum solution
of problem (15). As shown in the ﬁgure, when the number
of antennas increases and the channel gain increases, the
percentage of energy saving also improves, as expected.
Although the maximum latency constraint is set to Lmax =
4 s, in some cases it may happen that constraint C2 in (15)
is not fulﬁlled with equality in the optimum solution, i.e., in
some situations the minimum energy spending is obtained with
a latency even lower than the available time budget Lmax.
We can see this effect in Fig. 9, that evaluates numerically
the mean value of the actual latency as a function of the
mean channel gain γ for different antenna conﬁgurations. Note
that, for low values of γ, all the allowed latency is used,
but for higher values of the channel gain, the actual spent
time decreases below Lmax. Basically, this happens due to the
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Fig. 9. Actual latency vs. mean channel gain γ.
non-negligible term ktx,1 in the UL transmission power model
(1). Note that, as shown in Fig. 5, at some point there is no
energy saving in the UL communication from reducing the UL
transmission rate (i.e., increasing the UL transmission time).
This will happen whenever the optimum UL rate rUL(S

P1
)
is either RˇUL or RmaxUL (which is equivalent to the condition
RˇUL ≥ rminUL (SP1), according to (27)).
Although the previous two ﬁgures show the actual eval-
uation of the system performance in terms of the inherent
relationship between energy and latency, it is important to get
some insight into the actual system behaviour. In that sense,
Fig. 10 shows the percentage of the ﬁles processed remotely,
i.e., SP1/Sapp, as a function of the mean channel gain γ. For
very low values of the channel gain, sending the data through
the communication channel would be very costly in terms of
energy and, therefore, all the ﬁles are processed locally at the
MT. As the channel gain increases, the percentage of ﬁles
processed remotely also increases, arriving to total ofﬂoading
at high channel gains. As expected, as the number of antennas
increases, more bits will be processed remotely.
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Fig. 10. Percentage of ﬁles processed remotely at the FAP vs. mean channel
gain γ.
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In Fig. 11 we show the UL data rate (in bits/s/Hz) corre-
sponding to the optimum solution. It can be observed that as
the channel quality increases, the data UL rate also increases.
In the ﬁgure, the dashed line represents the maximum data rate
RmaxUL allowed by the channel (see Eqs. (16)-(17)). On the other
hand, the solid line represents the actual UL rate resulting from
the solution of problem in (15) which, in general, will be lower
than RmaxUL . As can be seen, both curves saturate at high values
of γ. This happens because we have included an additional
constraint concerning the maximum rate coming from practical
aspects derived from the standard. In particular, we have
set a maximum rate of 5.5 bit/s/Hz (maximum modulation
and coding scheme allowed in LTE [22]), multiplied by the
maximum possible number of eigenmodes, which is equal to
min{nMT, nFAP}. This is the constraint that has been added
to the previous simulations and that generates the saturation
effect in Fig. 11.
Finally, in Fig. 12 and 13 we consider a single channel
realization taken from a Rayleigh distribution with a mean
channel gain of 25 dB. This approach is taken in order to
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allowed latency Lmax for a single channel realization.
understand better the impact of the latency constraint on the
ofﬂoading process. Fig. 12 shows the percentage of ﬁles to be
processed remotely at the FAP as a function of the maximum
allowed latency Lmax. Note that for a tight latency constraint,
partial ofﬂoading is needed. On the other hand, and according
to the results obtained in subsection VI-D, when the maximum
tolerated latency is very high, the optimum solution is to
perform the processing of all the ﬁles either locally at the
MT or remotely at the FAP (see the conditions in (42)). In
the concrete case of the channel realization considered in this
ﬁgure, the optimum solution for very high tolerated latencies
is to ofﬂoad all the ﬁles for all the considered cases in terms
of number of antennas. Finally, Fig. 13 shows the percentage
of energy saving achieved from the ofﬂoading under the same
conditions as in Fig. 12. We observe that relaxing the latency
constraint allows for better energy savings. Note also that the
energy saving saturates as from a certain value of the latency
constraint (and beyond) the UL data rate for minimum energy
can be afforded.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a general framework to optimize
the communication and computational resources usage in a
scenario where an energy-limited MT in a femto-cell network
intends to run a computationally demanding application. In
this framework, a decision has to be taken regarding whether
it is beneﬁcial or not to (partially) ofﬂoad the application to the
serving FAP. A theoretical formulation of the problem has been
presented and solved providing some closed-form expressions
that allow simplifying signiﬁcantly the optimization and the
understanding of the inherent tradeoff between energy spend-
ing and latency in both the communication and computation
stages. Finally, some particular cases derived from the general
design problem have been analyzed to further understand the
problem.
Although this paper has presented a general framework, it is
important to emphasize that the proposed solution is applicable
to data-partitioned oriented applications with a predeﬁned
amount of data to be processed. In addition, it has been
assumed that the pool of bits to be processed can be divided
between local and remote processing without constraints re-
lated to the sizes of the two groups resulting from the data
partitioning. Further work is to be done to extend this approach
to the case of applications with modularity constraints or with
a-priori predeﬁned execution structure. Concerning the remote
execution, the possibility of allowing multiple FAPs to execute
in parallel the modules of the application is still to be ana-
lyzed. In relation with the communication, possible extensions
could include, for example, cooperative transmission schemes.
Finally, another possible future research line would consist
in extending the proposed strategy to the multiuser scenario,
where the available radio-communication and computational
resources should be allocated using a proper scheduling strat-
egy as a function of the QoS demands and the channel states.
As mentioned in Section III, the proposed ofﬂoading strat-
egy is valid when the channel remains constant during the
whole ofﬂoading process, which ﬁts some realistic scenarios.
In the case that the users have a mobility such that the previous
assumption is not valid, the following two options could be
considered to adapt our algorithm to the case of time-varying
channels taking into account that the ofﬂoading decision has
to be taken based only on a causal knowledge of the channel
state:
• Suboptimum approach: the complete set of data could be
divided into smaller subsets. For each of these subsets an
ofﬂoading decision should be taken taking into account the
channel state at that moment. If the data subsets are small
enough, it can be assumed that the channel remains constant
during the potential ofﬂoading of each subset. This is a
suboptimum approach since the optimum solution would
take a global decision for all the subsets jointly, although
this is no possible due to the fact that future channel states
cannot be known in advance.
• Optimum statistical approach: problem (15) could be re-
formulated so that both the objective function and the con-
straints are replaced by the average expressions (or, alterna-
tively, by the outage expressions) with respect to the channel
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statistics. This would allow taking a statistical ofﬂoading
decision that would change if the channel statistics changes
but that does not depend on the instantaneous channel state.
However, ﬁnding a closed form solution or simple algorithm
to obtain the optimum solution to this average formulation
is quite complicated. A possible (and simpler) approach
would consist in applying the philosophy presented in [30],
which proposes an instantaneous stochastic gradient search
algorithm to deal with this kind of problems.
The details and analysis of the previous approaches are out of
the scope of this paper and are left for future research.
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